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Dear John

CHARGES FOR THE USEOFTHE MORTUARY

Thank you for your letter dated 2200February 2005 and I understand that Councillor Merry has
written to Councillor Morris on the same matter. I apologise for not replying sooner, but I
needed the opportunityto reviewthe informationwhich I gave to you in my letter of 29th
January 2004.

In reviewing the costs, I find them to be accurate. I note the difference in charges from Bolton
and Wigan Hospitals and I have no knowledge of how they arrive at their costs but they do
strike me as Iow in comparison to typical Hospital costs.

We have taken what we believe to be a fair proportion of the costs of the mortuary associated
with the Coroners use as the basis for our charging. You are quite correct in the assertion that
the Hospital would need a Mortuary regardless of whether the Coroner used the facility or not,
but this argument could extend to many of the services offered by the Hospital. What we have
in Salford is an ultra-modern facility which was costly to construct but offers state of the art
facilities. I appreciate the pressures your finances are under but we too have a significant cost
improvement target to make, if we were to subsidise the charge we levy on the Coroner it
would have to be borne by reductions in services elsewhere in the Hospital. I have no scope
to reduce the charge by reducing the costs directly associated with the Mortuary. I can
appreciate how thorny it must be when our costs are more than that of our neighbours, ~ut I
did hope that my explanationof 29th January 2004 would have at least helped in the

- understandingofwhyand I hopeyouwill understand.Whyreducingthe costs is not possible.

Yoursttere:
/(~o\ ~

DAVID ~ .
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Hope Hospital Stott Lane, Salford M6 8HD Tel: 0161-789-7373
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Dear John

CHARGES FOR USE OF MORTUARY

Thank you for your letter dated 24thDecember 2003 regarding our current Mortuarycharges.
In the spirit of transparency and openness, I am happy to provide you with the attached
breakdownofcosts associatedwithour Mortuary(copyenclosed).

As you can see, a significant proportion (56%) of our total annual costs relates to current
capital charges relating to our new Mortuary building and associated equipment and a further
31% relates to Mortuary staffing.

~ An analysis of current workload within the Mortuary has enabled the current cost per
procedure to be calculated. An average cost for a Coroner Port Mortem has been estimated
to be £263.73, rather than £184.23 currently charged. This indicates that we are actually
currently undercharging the Coroner for the use of the Mortuary. We will therefore need to
discuss this further with them with a view to recovering the costs of our service.

We have also looked at the charges of other local Trusts and believe that those currently
charging significantly less than this are actually not recovering all of their costs.

We would be happy to discuss our costs and prices further with a member of your Finance
team if you feel this would be helpful.

I hope this information is useful to you.

Yours sincerely

I ',)
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DAVID N DALTON
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Enclcsure

Hope Hospital Stott Lane, Salford M6 8HD Tel: 0161-789-7373

A MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY TEACHING HOSPITAL
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MortuarY Costs 2003/04

Pay:
Grade
MTO4
MTO2
Senior ATO

Total Pay Costs:

31,320
45,349

7,907
84,576 31%

/Jon p;lY; 8,943 3%

28~. 10%

160%

~a.~~

5,302

50.75

Activitv Analysis

n.b. each weIghted unIt equates to 20 mlns

Calculation of Coroner Charges:
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Mortuary Fees: Comparison with other local Trusts

Charges reviewed in 2002/03 after new mortuary building completed.
Charges being reviewed. Currently charge is per body brought in dead (Inc!. PM)
Proposal to charge £107 per post mortem in the future. Also charge £15k p.a. for on-
call service.

50.00 ICharges have not been uplifted since 1997 and due to be reviewed.
32.27
25.00


